
A Python interface to a large-format pen plotter

 Pi Plot
Getting a large-format plotter operational presented a personal 

challenge. A Raspberry Pi with a USB-to-serial dongle was the 
easiest way to start plotting on my home network.  
By Scott Sumner

focus purely on paper alignment, paper size, 
and pen selection. Thus, I needed to create 
my own interface to the plotter.

Inkscape [3] is the easiest Linux package 
I’ve found to create graphics to plot. It will 
generate an HPGL file (HPGL commands in 
the proper order for output [4]), but it 
doesn’t have any mechanism actually to 
transmit them serially to the plotter. See the 
Accommodating Inkscape” box for more in-
formation.

Talking To a PloTTer
The plotter is a serial device. The same pro-
tocol that you might have used to dial up 
your ISP in the days of the modem is used 
here to send commands to the plotter. Your 
modem probably reached a blazing 56Kbps, 
whereas the plotter still prefers 9600 baud 
(no “K” involved!). Even at that speed, how-
ever, it’s possible to send data faster than the 
plotter can handle it.

As soon as a command is received, the 
plotter will attempt to carry it out. However, 
it takes time physically to go pick up a pen 
from the carriage, move the paper around, 
and get in position to draw a line. Even this 
slow serial speed is capable of sending 80 
commands a second, or a lot of lines to 
draw!

The plotter has a small buffer, enough for 
1,024 characters. When that fills up, the plot-
ter will simply ignore any additional com-
mands until the buffer has room again. This 
translates to lost drawing commands. Luck-
ily, methods are available to handle flow 
control. Two methods are a part of the serial 
protocol and the third is implemented solely 
by the plotter.

Shortly after 
the dot matrix 
printer arrived 
on the scene, 

engineers created the 
pen plotter [1]. 

These output de-
vices function 
more like mod-
ern CNC ma-
chines [2] than 

their dot matrix 
and laser cousins. 

The advantage that 
these machines offered was 

color output and potentially very large out-
put size.

Instead of scanning pixel by pixel, a plotter 
at its most basic uses a set of move-draw 
commands. Ink comes from pens that trace 
out the lines one complete segment at a time, 
rather than dot by dot in a big grid (Fig-
ure 1).

Other functions help draw squares, trian-
gles, arcs, text, and more complex shapes. In 
the end, though, it’s all a series of lines (Fig-
ure 2).

The plotter manual included sample code 
written in Basic for an HP computer and a 
picture of what it should produce. I trans-
lated the program into Python, got the plotter 
talking via serial, cut and loaded a sheet of 
paper, and ran the program. I was thrilled 
when the finished plot matched the picture 
in the book.

That program was the inspiration for this 
software. Current printers have built-in 
menus for setup and configuration. The plot-
ter does have manual controls, but they Le
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Scott Sumner enjoys writing 
Python code to talk to or control 
just about anything. He’d like 
to thank Paul for his recent 
inspiration at the poker table and 
Ely for inking the finished poster.
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Hardware flow control relies on additional 
data lines in the serial port. RTS (request to 
send) and CTS (clear to send) are physical 
signals that get passed down the serial cable 
on dedicated wires. RTS is connected on the 
computer end and CTS is connected on the 
receiving end. When the computer is ready 
to send, it raises RTS to a logical high voltage 
level (12V in an RS232 system). The com-
puter then sends data until the receiving de-
vice drives CTS low. The computer sees this 
low voltage level and stops sending.

Software flow control sends control char-
acters inline with the serial data stream. This 
is convenient because RTS and CTS aren’t al-
ways available in all serial drivers. However, 
it does not allow raw binary data to be trans-
mitted without special considerations. Binary 
data may contain the STOP or START control 
characters, which will dutifully stop the data 
flow, even if they are simply in the middle of 
an otherwise legal data packet.

Plotter “command mode” is the mode that 
I use. It doesn’t require changing any settings 
on the plotter or filtering the plot data. Al-
though the manual says this is the least effi-
cient method, it is the easiest to implement. 
Computers have also advanced significantly, 
such that I’m not worried about the extra 
processor cycles.

The plotter offers several commands ac-
cessed by sending an escape (0x1B) charac-
ter followed by a command (usually two 
more characters). One of the commands the 
plotter offers is “buffer size remaining.” After 
sending each plotter command, the program 
asks “how much space is left?” If the buffer 
size remaining is less than 64 characters, 
then the program loops slowly without send-
ing data until the buffer space goes above 64 
characters.

The Curses library
Python added support for the curses library 
in version 1.6. The purpose of the curses li-
brary is to provide screen-handling functions 
for character cell displays (terminals). Today, 
the terminal is probably an xterm running on 
your desktop or maybe a virtual terminal ac-
cessed by Ctrl+Alt+F1.

Looking back a little bit – after teletypes 
and before desktop PCs – terminals used to 
be the primary interface to a computer (e.g., 
a mainframe). Terminals were produced in 
many varieties, and each had its own set of 
capabilities, screen sizes, function keys, and 
support for color (or lack thereof).

The curses library was created to make all 
of these differences disappear. When a curses 

program is initiated, it detects all of the ter-
minal’s capabilities. The programmer can 
then query what functions are available, 
such as color, character blinking, underline, 

Figure 1: The pen carriage of the plotter, or its equivalent of an ink cartridge. Here, individual 

pens can be swapped to change color and line thickness.

Figure 2: Output from a traditional printer versus a plotter. The printer will approximate lines by 

filling in the nearest pixel. The plotter draws a line directly from one point to the next.

This software was written specifically to ac-
commodate the HPGL files generated by Ink-
scape. For example, Inkscape only places a se‑
lect pen command at the top of the file before 
any drawing commands. Although it’s per-
fectly legal to change pens in the middle of a 
drawing, Inkscape doesn’t do this. Thus, it’s as-
sumed that once a select pen command is 
found, there won’t be another one.

Similarly, it is sometimes necessary to flip or 
shift the drawing to get it aligned properly on 
the paper. That’s why these functions are in-
cluded but things like rotation or scaling are 
not. If I need to do anything more drastic than 
these basic operations, I go back to Inkscape.

AccommodATing inkscAPe
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Here are the first few commands of poker_
red.hpgl – the red layer of the poker poster I 
am plotting for this project.

IN;SP2;PU7138,12166;PD7108,12166;U
 PD7108,12139;PD7058,12139;U
 PD7058,12277;PD7023,12277;U
 PD6797,12127;PD6797,12103;U
 PD7023,12103;PD7023,12060;U
 PD7058,12060;PD7058,12103;U
 PD7108,12104;PD7108,12080;U
 PD7138,12080;PD7138,12166;U
 PU6880,12139

This series begins with IN; that is, initialize 
the plotter. Then, SP2 says “go get pen num-
ber 2” (the red one in my current pen car-
riage). PU7138,12166 says move to coordi-
nates 7138 by 12166, then PD7108,12166 
draws the first line segment. This continues 
until the end of the file.

HPGL also provides commands for text 
output from strings, circles, arcs, and other 
basic geometric shapes. This allows a data 
analysis program to generate a graph by 
sending commands directly to the plotter. Be-
cause Inkscape already has many of these 
functions built in, it just dumps the entire 
drawing as Pen Up and Pen Down com-
mands, rather than translating Inkscape ob-
jects to HPGL objects.

PloTTing, sTarT To Finish
To begin the process, I first cut a sheet of 
paper and load the plotter. Getting the paper 
square in the machine takes a little bit of 
practice (Figure 3). If the paper is not 
square, it may wrinkle or tear. After the 
paper is loaded, the plotter rolls it back and 
forth a few times. Once the paper is square, 

I’m ready to start the soft-
ware.

The plotting program has 
two menus: files (numbered 
commands) and plotter (let-
tered commands). I use 
1) Open a file to open each 
HPGL file (Figure 4). They will 
show up in the file list on the 
bottom of the screen, and the 
most recently opened file will 
be shown on the right in list 
format. (See the “Creating 
HPGL Files” box for more in-
formation.)

Most often, multiple HPGL 
files will be different colors of 
the same drawing, but they 
could also be different draw-

and so forth. If a function is not available, 
curses will roll to the next closest option, or 
the programmer can actively specify a differ-
ent display attribute. Thus, curses takes care 
of how to tell a terminal to go to row 20, col-
umn 5 and print “Hello, World!” and lets 
programmers do this regardless of which ter-
minal they are currently using.

When programming with the curses li-
brary, you will notice that the coordinates 
come in y, x order instead of x,y. No one is 
really sure why it was done this way, but it’s 
been that way for the life of the library so it’s 
too late to change it now.

hPgl Files
HPGL is the Hewlett-Packard Graphics Lan-
guage. This language defines a series of 
drawing commands that plotters and printers 
can interpret and use to create their output. 
HPGL files are plain text and use the follow-
ing format:
•	 	Two‑character	command
•	 	Comma‑separated	arguments	(if	needed)
•	 	Semicolon
This format is repeated until all data has 
been written. Table 1 shows the primary 
commands that Inkscape uses.

Figure 3: The paper loaded and ready to plot. The yellow warning trian-

gle on the right-hand side warns operators not to get their hair caught 

in the rollers.

Command
Command 
Name Function Arguments It Looks For

IN Initialize Tell the plotter to reset and 
get ready to plot

None

SP Select pen Get a pen from the cartridge Pen number to get

PU Pen up Lift the pen and move to a 
set of coordinates

X and Y coordinates, 
separated by commas

PD Pen down Lower the pen and move to 
a set of coordinates

X and Y coordinates, 
separated by commas

TAble 1: HPGL Commands

pen plotting
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ing elements. For example, a graph might 
contain blank axes as one file and different 
data sets as additional files.

Once each file is loaded, the arrow keys 
navigate between them. The “active” file, de-
noted by a ‘>’, will receive any flip or shift 
commands. I can also view the file graphi-
cally. Choosing 5) Preview file will use Py-
game to create a graphics window and draw 
the file into it (Figure 5). The graphics win-
dow appears on the Raspberry Pi’s monitor, 
which sits behind the plotter.

The next step is to connect to the plotter. 
Once the connection is successful, the pro-
gram will ask the plotter for the dimensions 

of the currently loaded paper and display 
that next to the plotter menu.

Pressing P starts the plotting process. As 
commands are sent to the plotter, the file dis-
play on the right will scroll automatically to 
show the progress. A bar graph at the bottom 
line of the screen 
shows the current 
state of the plotter’s 
buffer. Initially, this 
will drop very quickly 
because the plotter is 
getting the pen (a very 
slow process). As 
plotter starts drawing 

Figure 4: The screen layout of the plotter program. The file browser (not shown) redraws the entire screen 

when active.

Figure 5: The file I will plot shows poker hand rankings from high-

est to lowest. Each color will be exported to a separate HPGL file 

so that the appropriate color pen can be used to draw it.

The first step in plotting is to have a file to plot. I decided to help my friend 
Paul remember the order of poker hands by creating a handy poster in 
Inkscape.

Once my drawing is finished, I create a separate layer in Inkscape for each 
color I want to plot. Each layer will become a separate HPGL file. Red had 
the fewest elements, so I moved them to their own layer, leaving black el-
ements in place.

To create the HPGL files, I hide all the layers (click on the eyeball to turn 
them off), then turn the layers on one at a time. For each layer I choose 
File | Save As and then choose HP Graphics Language as my output type. 
It will give me a few options, but the last two are the most important: pen 
number and plot invisible layers. Pen number is the color to use for this 
layer and corresponds to the pens in the plotter carriage. The operator 
must make sure the right color pen is in the right slot; the plotter doesn’t 
know the difference. Plot invisible layers needs to be unchecked so that 
the other layers (colors) don’t show up in this file.

You’ll end up with an HPGL file for each color that you want in the final 
product.

creATing hPgl Files
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lines, the bar graph will oscillate 
back and forth for the remainder 
of the plotting job (Figure 6).

Code WalkThrough
Lines 1-5 of the program (Listing 1) 
handle imports [5]. import is Py-
thon’s command to bring in exter-
nal libraries. Many libraries are in-
cluded with Python, but they can 
also be purchased, written, or 
downloaded.

Line 1 imports the pygame library, 
which is a low-level graphics li-
brary that also includes functions 
for sound playback, user input 
from a variety of devices, and other 
modules designed for game cre-
ation. The plotter program uses 
Pygame to draw previews of HPGL 
files before plotting them.

The serial library imported on 
line 2 provides the functions to 
talk to serial ports. On a Raspberry 
Pi, this is GPIO pin 14 (transmit) 

Figure 6: The finished poster, not yet unloaded from the plotter. It 

took about 45 minutes, with most of the time spent on the details 

of the court cards.

007 class plotMenu:
008    def __init__ ( self ):
009       self.screen = curses.initscr()
010       curses.noecho()
011       curses.cbreak()
012       self.screen.keypad ( True )
013       screenDimensions = self.screen.getmaxyx()
014       self.maxX = screenDimensions [ 1 ]
015       self.maxY = screenDimensions [ 0 ]
016
017       self.hpglFiles = list()
018       self.fileView = None
019       self.fileOffset = 0
020       self.paper = None
021
022    def menu ( self ):
023       while 1:
024          self.screen.clear()
025          self.screen.addstr ( 1 , 1 , "Files Menu" )
026          self.screen.addstr ( 3 , 1 , "1) Open a File" )
027          self.screen.addstr ( 4 , 1 , "2) Shift to center" )
028          self.screen.addstr ( 5 , 1 , "3) Flip Horizontal" )
029          self.screen.addstr ( 6 , 1 , "4) Flip Vertical" )
030          self.screen.addstr ( 7 , 1 , "5) Preview file" )
031
032          self.screen.addstr ( 1 , 20 , "Plotter Menu" )
033          self.screen.addstr ( 3 , 20 , "C) connect to plotter" )
034          self.screen.addstr ( 4 , 20 , "P) plot current fileset" )
035
036          self.screen.addstr ( 1 , 50 , "Paper Information" )
037          if self.paper != None:
038             self.screen.addstr ( 3 , 50 , "    X           Y   " )

039             self .screen.addstr (  
4  , 50 , "Min  {0:8d}     {1:8d}".format (  
self.paper [ 0 ] , self.paper [ 1 ] ) )

040             self .screen.addstr (  
5  , 50 , "Max  {0:8d}     {1:8d}".format (  
self.paper [ 2 ] , self.paper [ 3 ] ) )

041          else:
042             self .screen.addstr (  

3 , 50 , "(Plotter Not Connected)" )
043
044          if self.maxY % 2 == 0: y = self.maxY / 2
045          else: y = ( self.maxY ‑ 1 ) / 2
046
047          if self.fileView != None:
048             for i in range ( s elf.fileOffset , self.fileOffset +  

self.maxY ‑ 3 ):
049                self .screen.addstr ( i ‑ self.fileOffset + 3 , 90 ,  

"{ 0:4d}: {1:s}".format ( i , self.hpglFiles [ 
self.fileView ].commands [ i ] ) )

050
051          self.screen.addstr ( y , 1 , "Filename" )
052          self.screen.addstr ( y , 20 , "Commands" )
053          self.screen.addstr ( y , 30 , "Pen" )
054          self.screen.addstr ( y , 50 , "Min X" )
055          self.screen.addstr ( y , 60 , "Min Y" )
056          self.screen.addstr ( y , 70 , "Max X" )
057          self.screen.addstr ( y , 80 , "Max Y" )
058
059          y += 1
060          for index , hpgl in enumerate ( self.hpglFiles ):
061             if  index == self.fileView:  

self.screen.addstr ( y , 0 , ">" )
062             else: self.screen.addstr ( y , 0 , " " )
063

lisTing 2: plotMenu Class

001 import pygame

002 import serial

003 import curses

004 import os

005 import time

006

lisTing 1: Imports
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and GPIO pin 15 (receive) or a USB serial 
dongle. The GPIO port only operates at 3.3V, 
which is great for electronics projects but dif-
ficult for traditional serial equipment. Thus, I 
use a serial dongle to connect to the plotter.

Line 3 imports the curses library, which 
provides functions to create a text interface 
in a terminal or console. This library is also 
capable of creating interfaces on traditional 
serial terminals, but this capability is unre-
lated to the serial communication in use in 
this program.

The os library (line 4) provides functions 
relating to the current operating system run-
ning the Python interpreter. My program uses 
the OS library to compile file paths with Li-
nux-appropriate directory separators and to 
poll the filesystem for directory listings. The 
time library (line 5) provides delay and tim-
ing functions used by the nullPlotter class 
to simulate a physical plotter.

The PloTMenu Class
The plotMenu class (Listing 2; lines 7-222) is 
the main class of the program and provides 

the user interface. plotMenu also initiates all of 
the other classes as needed. In a Python class, 
__init__ is run each time a class is initialized. 
Here, I use it to initialize the curses display 
and general variables for the program.

Line 9 shows how to start a curses pro-
gram: curses.initiscr() creates the curses 
display, which I store in self.screen. Be-
cause I use self to store it, the screen will 
be accessible to all functions inside the 
plotMenu class.

Lines 10-12 set curses modes and configura-
tion options. curses.noecho() instructs curses 
only to display characters when they are ex-
plicitly drawn. Keypresses used to navigate a 
menu or make a selection will not be drawn 
to the screen. curses.cbreak disables line 
buffering from the console, allowing curses to 
receive each keystroke as it occurs. The spe-
cial characters interrupt, quit, suspend, and 
flow control are not caught by curses in this 
mode and retain their normal function.

The self.screen.keypad (True) command 
asks curses to interpret “special” (non-ASCII) 
keystrokes.

064             self .screen.addstr (  
y , 1 , os.path.basename ( hpgl.filename ) )

065             self .screen.addstr (  
y , 20 , str ( hpgl.commandLength() ) )

066             self.screen.addstr ( y , 30 , str ( hpgl.pen ) )
067             self.screen.addstr ( y , 50 , str ( hpgl.minX ) )
068             self.screen.addstr ( y , 60 , str ( hpgl.minY ) )
069             self.screen.addstr ( y , 70 , str ( hpgl.maxX ) )
070             self.screen.addstr ( y , 80 , str ( hpgl.maxY ) )
071             y += 1
072
073          self.screen.refresh()
074
075          key = self.screen.getch()
076          if key == ord ( "1" ):
077             selection = self.fileBrowser()
078             if selection != None:
079                newFile = HPGL()
080                newFile.openFile ( selection )
081                self.hpglFiles.append ( newFile )
082                self.fileView = len ( self.hpglFiles ) ‑ 1
083          elif key == ord ( "2" ):
084             x ,  y =  

self.hpglFiles [ self.fileView ].shiftToCenter()
085             self .screen.addstr (  

35 , 5 , str ( x ) + "," + str ( y ) )
086          elif key == ord ( "3" ):
087             self.screen.addstr ( self.maxY ‑ 1 , 1 , "Working..." )
088             self.screen.refresh()
089             self.hpglFiles [ self.fileView ].flipHorizontal()
090             self.screen.addstr ( self.maxY ‑ 1 , 1 , "          " )
091             self.screen.refresh()
092          elif key == ord ( "4" ):

093             self.screen.addstr ( self.maxY ‑ 1 , 1 , "Working..." )
094             self.screen.refresh()
095             self.hpglFiles [ self.fileView ].flipVertical()
096             self.screen.addstr ( self.maxY ‑ 1 , 1 , "          " )
097             self.screen.refresh()
098          elif key == ord ( "5" ):
099             self.preview()
100          elif key == curses.KEY_PPAGE:
101             self.fileOffset ‑= self.maxY ‑ 3
102          elif key == curses.KEY_NPAGE:
103             self.fileOffset += self.maxY ‑ 3
104          elif key == curses.KEY_DOWN:
105             self.fileView += 1
106             if s elf.fileView > len ( self.hpglFiles ) ‑  

1:self.fileView = len ( self.hpglFiles ) ‑ 1
107             self.fileOffset = 0
108          elif key == curses.KEY_UP:
109             self.fileView ‑= 1
110             if self.fileView < 0: self.fileView = 0
111             self.fileOffset = 0
112          elif key == ord ( "c" ):
113             #self.draftPro = plotter ( "/dev/ttyUSB0" )
114             self.draftPro = nullPlotter ( "" )
115             self.paper = self.draftPro.getPaper()
116          elif key == ord ( "p" ):
117             self.plot()
118
119
120    def fileBrowser ( self ):
121       path = "../plotter"
122       y = 1
123

lisTing 2: plotMenu Class (continued)
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124       selectedX = 1
125       selectedY = 1
126
127       while 1:
128          screenDirectories = dict()
129          screenFiles = dict()
130
131          dirOffset = 0
132          fileOffset = 0
133
134          self.screen.clear()
135
136          for ( dirpath , dirnames , filenames ) in os.walk ( path ):
137             y = 1
138             x = 0
139             fo r directory in dirnames  

[ dirOffset:(dirOffset + self.maxY ‑ 3 ) ]:
140                if (  selectedX * 30 ) == x and selectedY == y:  

sel f.screen.addstr (  
y , 1 , directory , curses.A_REVERSE )

141                else: self.screen.addstr ( y , 1 , directory )
142                screenDirectories [ ( y , x ) ] = directory
143                y += 1
144
145             y = 1
146             x = 30
147
148             for  filename in filenames [  

fileOffset:(fileOffset + self.maxY ‑ 3 ) ]:
149                if "hpgl" not in filename: continue
150                if (  selectedX * 30 ) == x and selectedY == y:  

sel f.screen.addstr (  
y , x , filename , curses.A_REVERSE )

151                else: self.screen.addstr ( y , x , filename )
152                y += 1
153
154                scre enFiles [ ( y , x ) ] =  

os.path.join ( dirpath , filename )
155                if y == self.maxY ‑ 5:
156                   y = 1
157                   x += 30
158
159             self.screen.refresh()
160             break
161
162          key = self.screen.getch()
163          if key == 13 or key == 10:
164             if ( selectedY + 1 , selectedX * 30 ) in screenFiles:
165                re turn screenFiles [ ( selectedY + 1 ,  

selectedX * 30 ) ]
166             el if ( selectedY , selectedX * 30 )  

in screenDirectories:
167                path += "/" + scr eenDirectories [ ( selectedY , 

selectedX * 30 ) ]
168                selectedX = 1
169                selectedY = 1
170          elif key == curses.KEY_RIGHT:
171             selectedX += 1
172          elif key == curses.KEY_LEFT:
173             selectedX ‑= 1

174          elif key == curses.KEY_DOWN:

175             selectedY += 1

176          elif key == curses.KEY_UP:

177             selectedY ‑= 1

178          elif key == ord ( "u" ):

179             path += "/.."

180             selectedX = 1

181             selectedY = 1

182          se lf.screen.addstr ( self.maxY ‑ 1 , 1 ,  
str ( selectedX ) + "," + str ( selectedY ) )

183          self.screen.refresh()

184

185    def preview ( self ):

186       pygame.display.init()

187       screen = pygame.display.set_mode ( ( 1680 , 1050 ) )

188       self.hpglFiles [ self.fileView ].visual ( screen )

189       pygame.display.flip()

190

191    def plot ( self ):

192       for fileIndex , hpgl in enumerate ( self.hpglFiles ):

193          for index , cmd in enumerate ( hpgl.cmdPoints ):

194             if cmd.cmd == "PU" or cmd.cmd == "PD":

195                self .draftPro.port.write ( cmd.cmd +  
str ( cmd.x ) + "," + str ( cmd.y ) + ";" )

196             else:

197                self.draftPro.port.write ( cmd.cmd + ";" )

198

199             for i in range ( index , index + self.maxY ‑ 3 ):

200                if i < len ( self.hpglFiles [ fileIndex ].commands 
):

201                   if i == index:

202                      se lf.screen.addstr ( i ‑ index + 3 , 90 , 
"{0:4d}: {1:s}".format ( i ,  
self.hpglFiles [ fileIndex ].commands [ i ] ) ,  
curses.A_REVERSE )

203                   else:

204                      se lf.screen.addstr ( i ‑ index + 3 , 90 , 
"{0:4d}: {1:s}".format ( i ,  
self.hpglFiles [ fileIndex ].commands [ i ] ) )

205

206

207             buffer = self.draftPro.getBuffer()

208             percent = float ( buffer ) / 1024.0

209             chars = int ( ( self.maxX ‑ 3 ) * percent )

210             self.screen.addstr ( self.maxY ‑ 1 , 0 , "#" * chars )

211             self.screen.clrtoeol()

212             self.screen.refresh()

213

214             while buffer < 64:

215                buffer = self.draftPro.getBuffer()

216                percent = float ( buffer ) / 1024

217                chars = int ( ( self.maxX ‑ 3 ) * percent )

218                self .screen.addstr (  
self.maxY ‑ 1 , 0 , "#" * chars )

219                self.screen.clrtoeol()

220                self.screen.refresh()

221

222                time.sleep ( .5 )

223

lisTing 2: plotMenu Class (continued)
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The menu function – lines 22-88 – is essen-
tially the main loop of the program. It takes 
care of drawing the display and handling 
user input. The entire function is an infinite 
loop (line 23) that is called as the entry point 
to the class.

Line 24 uses the curses function clear to 
clear the screen, and lines 25-36 draw the 
files and plotter menus to the screen. Line 37 
checks whether self.paper has any infor-
mation about the paper currently loaded in 
the plotter. If so, lines 38-40 draw the paper 
dimensions to the screen. (Note the use of 
the inline string function format to align the 
variables in the string.) Otherwise, line 42 
states that there is no information about the 
paper yet.

Starting at line 44, the program prepares to 
draw the list of files currently loaded and de-
termines the coordinates of a place halfway 
down the screen.

The self.fileView on line 47 is the index 
of the currently selected HPGL file. If it is set, 
then lines 48 and 49 draw the number of 
lines that will fit on the screen, with paging 
tracked by self.fileOffset. Lines 51-57 
draw the labels for the file list. Line 59 incre-
ments the y (screen row) counter.

Line 60 sets up a loop for all of the currently 
loaded HPGL files. Finally, lines 64-70 draw 
the line specified in the file table, and line 71 
increments y for the next round of the loop.

Now that all of the drawing is complete, 
line 73 forces a refresh of the screen. Curses 
caches all of the screen data in internal 
structures and does all of the updates at 
once.

Line 75 uses self.screen.getch() to get 
a keypress. This is blocking by default but 
that behavior can be easily changed. 
Curses supports full blocking, no blocking 
(getch() returns -1 immediately if no key is 
currently pressed), or “delayed” mode, 
wherein a getch() times out after a speci-
fied interval and returns -1 or returns im-
mediately with the value of a pressed key. 
The possible keypress options refer to inte-
gers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) that correspond to spe-
cific actions, such as opening a file, shift-
ing the current file to the center of the 
screen, flipping the current image, or draw-
ing a preview plot on the screen.

ConneCT To The PloTTer
Line 113 – commented out – is how I con-
nect to the physical plotter; note the Linux 
serial port location /dev/ttyUSB0 for the se-
rial dongle. The nullPlotter class is dis-
cussed later. Once you’re connected to a 

plotter, line 115 requests the paper size cur-
rently loaded.

PloT!
Calling the plot() function starts the plotting 
process, which is implemented as a separate 
function. Line 121 defines the default path 
where HPGL files are located. Because I nor-
mally use scp to copy the files onto the Pi, 
this is where they show up.

Lines 122-125 initialize y, selectedX, and 
selectedY, which indicate the current cursor 
position in the browser. Line 127 starts the 
file browser loop; once a file is selected, 
break is called to break out of the loop.

In each iteration of the loop the file display 
is completely recreated. I start by initializing 
two dictionaries, screenDirectories and 
screenFiles (lines 128-129). dirOffset and 
fileOffset (lines 131-132) are used to track 
paging when directories or files run off the 
screen. The screen is cleared on line 134, and 
the program is ready to draw the file list.

Line 136 sets up a loop with the output of 
os.walk, which walks a directory tree and 
provides a list of files and directories in the 
current path. Lines 137 and 138 reset y and x 
to draw at the upper left of the screen, then 
line 139 sets up a loop that traverses the 
range of dirOffset to dirOffset + <screen 
height>. This results in one screen of listings 
via slice notation.

Lines 140-143 draw that list to the 
screen. If this is the currently selected 
file, it is drawn highlighted (curses.A_
REVERSE); otherwise, line 141 draws it 
in the same position but with regular 
text. Line 142 adds each entry to 
the screenDirectories diction-
ary using the screen coordi-
nate’s tuple as a key. Then, y 
is incremented so the next it-
eration will draw on the next 
line down (line 143).

Lines 145-157 repeat 
the process for files 
rather than directories, 
with a couple of minor 
differences. Line 149 
checks for “hpgl” in the file-
name and skips the entry if it is 
not found. Lines 155-157 reset y and x for ad-
ditional columns if they are required.

After the program loops over all of the di-
rectories and files in the current working di-
rectory, the screen is refreshed (line 159) to 
make sure the entire list is visible. A break 
occurs, and then os.walk traverses the di-
rectory tree up or down until it can’t go any 
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ame library, then line 187 creates a Pygame 
window. The resolution is hard-coded to 
match /boot/config.txt on the Rasp Pi. 
Line 188 calls the visual function on the 
currently selected file and passes a reference 
to the Pygame window, screen. Line 189 
flips the display so that the drawing per-
formed by visual is seen on the screen.

The PloT FunCTion
At this point, everything that has been set up 
actually gets sent to the plotter. Two loops 
are set up (lines 192-193) that loop over the 
file list of loaded HPGL files and over the 
commands in each file.

Line 194 checks whether the command is 
PU (move with pen up) or PD (move with pen 
down – draw). These commands make use 
of the command class’s x and y variables. 
Line 195 reformulates the command string 
and writes it to the serial port opened for the 
plotter. If this is not a PU or PD command, then 
the entire command is stored in the command 
class’s cmd variable so that it is sent to the 
plotter followed by a ; separator. Next, lines 
199-204 update the screen. This is the same 
set of commands used in the menu() loop, but 
different variables feed the offsets so that it re-
flects plot progress, not user navigation.

Lines 207-222 monitor the plotter’s buffer 
space. The plotter can hold 1,024 characters 
before it has to start ignoring/ discarding 
data. Line 207 calls the plotter’s getBuffer() 
command, which returns how many charac-
ters remain in the buffer.

Line 208 calculates the percentage of the 
buffer that remains and uses that percentage 
to determine how many characters to draw on 
the screen as a bar graph (line 209). Line 210 
actually draws the graph, then line 211 uses 
clrtoeol() to “clear to end of line.” Line 212 
refreshes the screen so that the updated status 
is visible. At line 214, the program checks 
whether the buffer is too low to continue plot-
ting – I chose 64 characters as a hold point. 
Lines 215-220 are the same as lines 207-212, 
then the program pauses for half a second 
(line 222) before checking the buffer again. If 
the available space has gone above 64 charac-
ters, the loop will resume sending commands 
to the plotter.

The PloTTer Class
The plotter class represents the actual plot-
ter hardware (Listing 3). Line 225 defines the 
__init__ function, which requires the port 
address to open to reach the plotter. It initial-
izes an instance of the serial class to create 
the connection to the plotter (line 226).

deeper or hits “/ ” depending on its direc-
tion. This is great to create an entire direc-
tory tree, but I don’t want the index of the 
entire disk volume, so break stops it after 
the current directory.

On lines 162-183, fileBrowser runs its own 
loop to process keystrokes. Line 162 gets a key 
with getch(), then it gets processed.

Line 163 checks for return or newline. 
When one of these is detected, line 164 cre-
ates a tuple of the current screen position 
and checks to see whether it exists in 
screenFiles. Next, selectedY is incremented 
by 1 because the file list starts on line 1, not 
0, and selectedX is multiplied by 30 because 
the file browser columns are 30 characters 
wide. If the index is found, then its corre-
sponding value is returned.

If the coordinates weren’t found in the file 
list, then the check is performed in screenDi‑
rectories (line 166). If it’s found here, the 
path is updated (line 167) and cursor coordi-
nates are reset to 1,1 (lines 168-169). The 
next iteration of the loop will reflect the files 
in the updated path. Each pair of lines from 
170-177 work the same. They each check for 
an arrow key and then increment or decre-
ment the appropriate value.

Line 178 checks for a u keypress; if it’s 
found, then / .. is appended to the path 
(line 179). Because the directory was 
changed, selectedX and selectedY are reset 
to 1 (lines 180-181).

Line 182 started as a debug command to 
see the coordi-
nates of the 
currently se-
lected file but I 
liked it, so I left 
it in. Finally, 
line 183 re-
freshes the 
screen so that 
any redrawing 
that occurs is 
reflected on the 
screen.

The 
PrevieW 
FunCTion
The preview() 
function is used 
to see the HPGL 
file onscreen 
before commit-
ting it to paper. 
Line 186 initial-
izes the Pyg-

224 class plotter:
225    def __init__ ( self , port ):
226       self.port = serial.Serial ( port , 9600 )
227    def getPaper ( self ):
228       self.port.write ( "OP" )
229       chunk = ""
230       while 1:
231          char = self.port.read ( 1 )
232          if char != "\r": chunk += char
233          else: break
234       size = chunk.split ( "," )
235       return ( i nt ( size [ 0 ] ) , int ( size [ 1 ] ) ,  

int ( size [ 2 ] ) , int ( size [ 3 ] ) )
236
237    def getBuffer ( self ):
238       self.port.write ( chr ( 27 ) + ".B" )
239       chunk = ""
240       while 1:
241          char = self.port.read ( 1 )
242          if char != "\r": chunk += char
243          else: break
244       return int ( chunk )
245

lisTing 3: plotter Class
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The getPaper function on line 227 sends OP 
to the plotter (line 228), which says “tell me 
about the paper you have loaded.” Lines 229-
233 read characters back from the plotter one 
at a time (line 231) and either append them 
to chunk (line 232) or exit the receive loop 
(line 233) if the character is a carriage return. 
Once the entire string has been received, it is 
split by commas (line 234) and returned as a 
four-part tuple (line 235). These integers rep-
resent the size of the paper in “plotter units” 
with 0,0 in the center and positive values 
moving up/ right and negative values moving 
down/ left.

Lines 237-244 define the getBuffer func-
tion. This works almost identically to getPa‑
per, except that since only one 
value is returned the end result 
doesn’t have to be split.

The nullPloTTer 
and nullserial 
Classes
I assume that most readers don’t 
have a pen plotter directly available 
to them, and this exercise would be 
kind of boring if you couldn’t try 
things out. So, the null classes 
(Listing 4) allow this. The classes 
define the same set of functions as 
plotter and return default values 
when requested. This will allow 
you to try the program without first 
purchasing a plotter.

The CoMMand and 
hPgl Classes
Two other important classes are not 
printed with this article but are avail-
able for download from the Rasp-
berry Pi Geek FTP site [5].

The command class doesn’t have 
any functions, just variables. An in-

stance of the command class is 
instantiated for every com-
mand in every HPGL file that 
gets loaded. This way, I can 
refer to commands and argu-
ments with meaningful sub-
scripts rather than numerical 
indexes or slice notation ev-
erywhere else.

The HPGL class represents 
an HPGL file. Each command 
is represented as an instance 
of the command class. All of 
the shift, flip, and visual 
commands are implemented 
in the HPGL class.

ConClusion
Although a pen plotter might not be on your 
list of items to procure, it does provide an in-
teresting glimpse into the history of paper 
output devices. Because these devices share 
a very similar operating principal with CNC 
machines (selecting tools, moving physical 
media), they are a great training tool before 
moving on to machines involving wood and 
metal.

Even though you’re limited to lines in just 
a few colors, that doesn’t mean you can’t 
color in areas by hand later. Here’s the fin-
ished poster after it was fully inked by one of 
my friends (Figure 7).  ● ● ●

Figure 7: The fully inked poster, note the 3D effect done by add-

ing shadows around the original lines.

246 class nullPlotter:

247    def __init__ ( self , port ):

248       self.port = nullSerial()

249    def getPaper ( self ):

250       return ( ‑16384 , ‑10000 , 16384 , 10000 )

251    def getBuffer ( self ):

252       return 1024

253

254 class nullSerial:

255    def write ( self , cmd ):

256       time.sleep ( .01 )

257       pass

258

lisTing 4: nullPlotter and nullSerial Classes

[1]  HP DraftPro 7570:  
http://  www.  hpmuseum.  net/ 
 display_item.  php?  hw=392

[2]  CNC machines:  
http://  en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/ 
 Numerical_control

[3]  Inkscape: http://  inkscape.  org

[4]  HPGL reference: http://  cstep. 
 luberth.  com/  HPGL.  pdf

[5]  Download listings: ftp://  ftp. 
 linux‑magazine.  com/  pub/ 
 listings/  raspberry‑pi‑geek. 
 com/  11
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